1962 dodge pickup truck

The same basic design was retained until the October introduction of a completely redesigned
Ram. The Chrysler A engine of cu in 5. The original design was built until the spring of , when
the facelifted, single-headlamp version arrived. Besides straight-sided beds called Sweptline ,
the D series also offered step-sided narrow beds called Utiline in 6. The first generation of the D
series was manufactured in Warren, Michigan. They were given the Dodge and Fargo brands.
The trucks were produced by the Dodge Division of the Chrysler Corporation. The Custom
Sports Special included bucket seats, console, carpeting and racing stripes. The optional
high-performance package could be ordered with a CSS truck or by itself on a base model truck
complete with Chrysler's big cu in 6. Custom Sports Special trucks were produced from to The
D series was mildly redesigned in spring of , hence there are both two-headlight and
four-headlight models titled as s. In , the D-series trucks received big-block 2-barrel engines as
a standard option. From until the early 80s, D-series trucks were assembled in Warren, Michigan
by the Chrysler Corporation. The D series were made both for the civilian market and for the
Israeli Army. There was also a bus version made mainly for army use. This bus was a seat bus
built on the chassis of the D truck using the straight-four engine with front and rear hydraulic
doors, as well as the complete D front end and dashboard. The models received a new front
grilleâ€”two rows of four holes each. A new Adventurer trim package replaced the old Custom
Sports Special; basically, it included a padded front seat with vinyl trim either full bench or
buckets with console and carpeting, plus other hallmarks such as extra chrome trim and
courtesy lighting. This generation continued to be built in South Africa as well. By , the
Adventurer would be expanded into three separate packages: the base Adventurer, the
Adventurer Sport and the top-line Adventurer SE. The Adventurer SE included such things as a
chrome grille, wood trim on the dashboard, the padded vinyl front seat with color-keyed
seatbelts, full courtesy lighting, extra insulation, dual horns, full carpeting, luxury door panel
trim, a vinyl-embossed trim strip ran along the sides of the truck, full wheel discs and a
woodgrain-insert panel on the tailgate. The models also featured a new four-section grille two
rows of two holes each. This was essentially the D already in production, with an added black or
white body-side "C" stripe decal; a Dodge Dude decal on the box at the rear marker lamps; tail
lamp bezel trim; and dog dish hub caps with trim rings. The Dude's tailgate was unique,
featuring a Dodge decal on a flat tailgate surface, without the typical tailgate's embossed logo.
The Dudes were only offered in the and model years and only 1, to 2, Dudes were produced. A
redesign of the D series for the model year introduced a more rounded look. This redesign,
which lasted until with minor changes, included new features such as an independent front
suspension and pocketed taillights the distinctive reverse-on-top lights were recessed to.
Styling cues, such as the scalloped hood and rounded fenderwells, were similar to the rounded,
smooth look of the Plymouth Satellite. These trucks were built with a considerable amount of
galvanized steel to resist rust and corrosion, making them very durable. Dodge pioneered the
extended-cab pickup with the introduction of the Club Cab with the models. Available with
either a 6. Inward-facing jump seats were available, providing room for five passengers. The D
series was made famous in the television show Emergency! The Warlock, as part of Dodge's
late s "adult toys" line, is a short wheelbase truck produced in limited production in and regular
production from to Warlocks came in black, red, green and blue, however other colors could be
special ordered. Its main draw was being a factory customized truck, also known as a "trick
truck", and was designed to appeal to young 4x4 buyers. The Warlock featured custom gold
wheels, wide tires, bucket seats, and a Utiline bed with oak racks. Optional equipment included
five-spoke wheels, bucket seats, tinted glass, chrome rear bumper, and power steering. All had
black interiors, with gold accents on the dash and the doors, and a "tuff" steering wheel. The
exterior was accented by gold pin striping around the wheel wells and the body lines. The pin
striping continued inside onto the doors, dashboard, and instrument panel. Warlock was printed
in gold on the tailgate through ; the model instead had "Warlock II" printed. The Li'l Red
Express was not available for sale in California, Florida, Maryland, Oregon and Washington and
did not meet special noise standards in certain locations. Because of this the Midnite Express
was born. The Midnite Express was not a factory option like the Li'l Red Express, it was a dealer
installed package. Dealers that could not sell the Li'l Red Express used high optioned Warlocks,
repainted them metallic black and ordered all of the Li'l Red Express parts through their parts
department. The Midnite Express was available for the model year only. This truck was
equipped much like the Li'l Red Express with exhaust stacks, wheels, and gold pinstriping. The
Midnite Express was painted black instead of red and featured a "Midnite Express Truck" decal
on the door. Most Midnite Express trucks were powered by the engine, instead of the like the Li'l
Red Express. All of these trucks were considered "lifestyle" pickups and were marketed to an
audience that wanted specialty, personal-use trucks. The models also saw the introduction of
the first diesel powered Dodge pickup truck. Available as an economy choice in light-duty

trucks and B-series vans was Mitsubishi's 6DR5 4. The diesel used standard Dodge manual and
automatic transmissions via specially made adapter plate which had the LA V8 bolt pattern.
Because of the low sales, it was phased out quickly, and as a result, it became practically a
single-year specialty. This final generation received a facelift in October when the D series was
rebadged as the Dodge Ram pickup around when Lee Iacocca took charge of the ailing Chrysler
Corporation. Such things including an embossed "DODGE RAM" name on the tailgate along
with other obvious changes like the grille and hood, the taillights, and the entire interior. More
subtle was the addition of a "shoulder" line reminiscent of the GM competition. Beginning in ,
even more corrosion-resistant steel was used in the construction of the trucks. This body style
continued until and many of these vehicles are still on the road. Many body panels are
interchangeable for all models from to , so it is not uncommon to see a "hybrid" with, as an
example, a grille mounted with a hood and a cab. Sometimes the bed is swapped with a moving
truck style box for models like these. In most jurisdictions, the year is dictated by the year of the
truck's chassis regardless of the body which has been bolted to it. Also kept was the narrow
Utiline bed that dated back to the s; this was dropped in Throttle-body injection was introduced
in The slant-6 was supplanted by the 3. The 6BT 5. Sales were good during the Sweptline era
and into the late s. A combination of stagnant styling that was nearly two decades old plus
brand loyalty primarily to Chevrolet and Ford during the s and s reduced sales volume for the
first-generation Dodge Ram. A wholly new Dodge Ram was released for the model year. The
utility body was custom built by Universal Studios for Emergency! The only change in the
restoration was a diesel engine which replaced the engine that was previously used. There were
three Dodge D-series vehicles used in the filming of Emergency! The and the were identical
except for the grilles. In the Supernatural episode " Route ", the ghost of a deceased man
haunts a town as a phantom D The vehicle is extensively modified, particularly through the
addition of two diesel smokestacks, and filmed in such a way that identifying features are hard
to see. The truck is most recognizable in a scene where Sam and Dean Winchester pull the
actual wreckage of the truck out of a pond. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
from Dodge D Series. For Dodge's modern full-size pickup, see Ram Pickup. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Main
article: Ram Pickup. Retrieved Automotive History. Curbside Classics. Dodge truck timeline,
North American market, sâ€”present. A marque of Stellantis. Journey Nitro Raider Ramcharger.
Category:Dodge vehicles. Categories : Cars introduced in s cars s cars All-wheel-drive vehicles
Dodge vehicles Pickup trucks Rear-wheel-drive vehicles. Hidden categories: Articles needing
additional references from September All articles needing additional references Articles with
short description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from July Articles with unsourced statements
from October Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Chrysler Corporation. Front engine , rear-wheel
drive Front engine , four-wheel drive. Dodge Ram newer platforms have "D" prefixed in its
identity. First generation Dodge D Wikimedia Commons has media related to Dodge D Series.
Mid-size CUV. Compact SUV. Full-size CUV. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Grand Caravan.
Compact pickup. Ram Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. D Series. Ram D Series. Ram SRT
Heavy-duty truck. After Fiat S. A timeline of these models can be found here. Images are general
in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Dodge introduced the most radically
changed pickups in their history for Marking a drastic departure from the past, this all new
Sweptline design featured large flat panels broken only by a sweeping crease forming a check
in the rear of the styled Sweptside cargo box. Integrated cab steps were concealed by the doors
and a full-width hood featured faux hood louvers. The introductory grille was made up of tinsel
thin bars. The first major styling change was for , when the front fascia went from dual
headlights to massively framed single headlight per side incorporated into a full width grille.
This theme carried though until , when the grille became a narrower yet more massive
single-piece assembly. One constant from before the Sweptline was in the optional V-8 engine,
the Polyspherical head cubic inch unit that debuted in This continued to be the sole V-8 until ,
when one of the rarest pickups from Dodge was introduced â€” the Custom Sports package.
Standard power for this pioneering muscle truck was from a hp, Wedge big-block through This
was also the first Sweptline to offer several choices in engines, ranging from the Slant Sixes
through even a few specially prepared show trucks equipped with the Hemi. The Custom Sports
package continued to be offered until it was replaced by the Adventurer package for The
Adventurer proved to be a very successful package for Dodge, and they continued to offer it
into the s. The final trim package offered during the Sweptline era was the Dude. Exclusive to

the long wheelbase Sweptside box pickups, it featured a broad C-stripe going across the length
of the truck, not dissimilar to several Mopar muscle cars of the era. For all Hagerty Insurance
clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the
guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for,
even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance
policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not
reflect the specific vehicle selected. In excellent condition. Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
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Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs
processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer
more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Pine Grove,
Pennsylvania, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Thu. Estimated delivery
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cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during
peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and
import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine ,
but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or
tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This
item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking.
Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number
less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No
returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new
window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Seller's payment instructions None
Specified. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. Economy International Shipping. We have seen
vehicles that were found in all sorts of places here at Barn Finds. There have been a lot of field
finds and garage finds and storage unit finds, and even airplane hangar finds. No, really.
Sweptline bed is one of the best designs of all time for a pickup, in my opinion. An interesting
note, however, is that Dodge made a pickup called the Sweptside from to which featured the
rear fenders from a Dodge station wagon that were grafted onto the sides of a box and then
used a modified bumper and tailgate. Speaking of the tailgate, here is the one that the seller
wants to make sure to either keep or get a good price for. I had no idea that they were in such
high demand. This is a first-generation D-series pickup and they were really the first modern
pickup for Dodge, with big changes in the design compared to the evolution of earlier
generations. You can see what looks like heavy surface rust on the floor of this pickup and
either a high clutch pedal or a low brake pedal, or a combination of both. This truck has a
three-on-the-tree manual transmission. This may be the biggest problem as far as getting this
truck on the road again. These were great trucks, but not very popular. Not sure why, certainly
had the dealer network. Farms seemed to cater to the smaller guys, like IH and Dodge. Also,
anyone familiar with Studebaker Champ pickups, they bought the tooling from Dodge, and put

these boxes on their pickups. Nice truck, me? Desperate times can inspire desperate solutions,
I suppose. Is the rumor true that Wikipedia keeps you on retainer for questions regarding cars
and trucks from bygone eras? If not they should! Looks like the brake pedal is clear to the floor,
so like Howard said-new brakes, new motor late model Hemi with a 6 speed! Great start on a
cool truck. Even a small v8 if the leaning tower of power is shot. Or leave the six , rebuild, put a
pertronix module i so you dont have to struggle with the points. Good luck to the new owner.
Cheers GPC. There were a bunch of these floating around out west back in the day. Some very
aggressive Chrysler dealerships around the country saw to that. Good trucks overall. For some
reason very few of them in our region had sixes; the dominated the country. Never was a big fan
of this style myself although I liked the early Pilothouse models and those before. It would be a
real novelty to have one of these for a hauler and to show off. Would buy it in a heartbeat if I
lived in the states â€” also my favorite design of all time for a pickup â€” fix the mechanics and
drive it as is. I was sorely tempted to grab it, then, but my next sweptline needs to be a
short-wide boxâ€¦. Regardless, this is definitely worth saving. Does the Haggerty 4 price include
the tailgate? No one would bother it when chasing parts. Then, in Huntington Beach, a guy had
to have it. He traded a very nice, 69 Charger Hemi car for my truck. No rust or wrecked. Faded
paint, wrong color interior. One of my best ever trades. I like to have it-if it was closer. I,d pass it
up. I spotted one near Summersville and hopeful check on it this summer. I have a 71
Sweepline.. The body rusted out quick on those years. Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. More: Dodge Pickup. Like
This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Bluetec Member. Merry Christmas all! Howard A Member.
Nevadahalfrack Member. Chris M. Absolutely worth it! Hard to find a solid Dodge truck from any
year. Cheers GPC Tom MoPar. Joe Machado. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency:
Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime.
Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe
later. Free View Limit Reached! Thanks to Ikey H. Railroad life is really hard on vehicles. They
are maintained well but expected to do things frequently they were never designed to do;
mishaps run aplenty. This D, however, looks like quite the survivor. The body is in pretty good
shape overall but there is some invasive rust in both doors that should be attended to at some
point. Power to the rear wheels is courtesy of a four-speed manual transmission. The seat has
some sort of a discount auto parts store cover can you even get those anymore? The bare floor,
which probably had a rubber mat at one time, is, well, bare but you can see that it looks intact.
The door cards are surprisingly clean and there may or may not have been a headliner at
one-time. One thought is that it could be very useful as a prop or an ad for a business. How
about you, how can you see yourself using this retired railroad worker? Any 1-tons were dualies
with stake beds or grain boxes. Going to be rough so better wear a helmet or buckle in tight.
Seeing a Slant Six under the hood is not what I would expect to see in one of these; I would
more likely see a Poly-head engine but this goes to show that the six was available in
everything. Those wheels look like Overall it looks like something that could be restored and
put back to work. I too worked on a RR. Louisiana Steam Train Association. Retired to Autabon
Zoo in , removed from the zoo in Rebuilt in and was in service until when the super heater tubes
needed to be replaced. Check out the website:. We laid out own tracks, worked on the cars and
whatever. I was a whatever until I finally made fireman. I did that for too many years and inhaled
too much smoke and gave it up. I have one of these trucks. Mines a 65 D with the nine foot box.
Have had it for over twenty years. Still love it. More like left in the desert sun for a few decades.
It seemed, the only people that bought these, were either government institutions, or railroads. I
think I saw more Studebaker pickups, well, they sure turned that around. This would be a
nightmare to drive any distance. Buy one of these, and let me know how that works out for you.
GM really had an edge, even back then. A 1-ton ran independent front suspension and some
models even had coils in the rear. They rode smooth, even as tonners. So many other trucks
had teeth marks in the steering wheel from the drivers getting bounced into themâ€¦. I believe
Dodge was the last holdout with a solid front axle. And now the big question-would you take the
spinner off the steering wheel? I know a few guys who broke their wrists with those spinners.
Never liked them myself but I was only one personâ€¦. I never cared for them, except on a farm
tractor. You could keep your arm around your girl and steer. That leaning tower of power would
have gobs of torque hooked up to that 4 speed granny gearbox. Fresh paint and a properly
reproduced door logo would make this beauty shine. Cheers GPC. That bench is a work of pure
genius, meant to reside in a shady spot, the shade provided by a car hood used as a porch roof.
I get that there are so many attracted by patina, but by applying a gloss clear you are pretty
much taking away the patina effect in my opinion. If you want to preserve it, at least use a matte

finish. Only one pic shows it being glossy, so either that one photo was taken with it wet or they
cleared it after taking some photos of it raw. I need to move. I thought high rail also. But tough
to have with a non-rail style lift gate. If the life gate works, it would definitely be handy and the
weight would help with the ride somewhat. This is an 8 to 10 mpg vehicle. Which is probably
why this truck has survived. Poor fuel economy, terrible ride make no fun for just normal use. In
addition it has a large liftgate platform so great for pool tables. As a ex- railroad engineer ,
conductor, and presently just a railfan, this is really nice. I hope it goes to someone who
appreciates it for both.. And that lift gate, hell you can make some coin hauling junk and look
like junk too :. A good friend of mine has one of these restored and it is a fine looking truck but
as so many of you say it drives like a lumber wagon!! Still over all a cool body style with great
early sixties written all over it!!! Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it
featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn
Finds. Jim ODonnell. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments geomechs Member. Daniel G
Rawinsky. Tom Chaapel. Howard A Member. So many other trucks had teeth marks in the
steering wheel from the drivers getting bounced into themâ€¦ 6. Nevadahalfrack Member. Never
liked them myself but I was only one personâ€¦ 1. Kevin Culvet. Looks like a stepside to me.
Otherwise a good article. Keep up the good work. Cheers GPC 1. F Again. JOHN Member.
William Parker. Buy it for the body. Drop it on a newer Powrer Wagon frame and drive train 4.
Don H. Al Kress Member. Glenn Schwass Member. Stillrunners Member. Priced rightâ€¦. Look,
this is a truck for a real man. Thomas Chaapel. I have one too. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge
Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter:
Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue
reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! New listings are added daily. Now
showing page 1 of 7. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Gateway classic cars of
Nashville is proud to digitally present this Dodge Coronet This i Dealership Showcased. Contact
Seller. Lots of photos of this car on our website at Starting with a beautiful s Original, authentic
and beautiful are a few of the words that describe this car. It has had only This classic is the end
result of a three year, no expense spared, professional rotisserie restor Factory Max wedge One
of onl Looking for that real cool hard to find early 60's classic? The Dodge was produced for
only a c Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of
produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k
miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up
for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact
Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy
Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This
prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The
Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal,
brought to you by ClassicCars. It simply stole the show! It started with a custom made Roadster
Shop frame with tubular A-arms, a 4-bar rear suspension setup, and a 9-inch Ford rear end.
Rack and pinion style steering with Wilwood disc brakes all around give it new millennium
performance. Custom painted Hot Rods by Boyd wheels roll on Continental tires. Under the
hood is all Mopar baby! A c. MSD ignition and stock coated headers with Flowmaster exhaust
work together to power the massive truck down the highway. A transmission with Gear Vendors
overdrive provides smooth shift points. Burman spent countless hours reworking the bed, cab,
and front end. All the edges were sharpened as well as body gaps reset. Dodge Intrepid power
front seats were used while the stock back seat was salvageab
honda accord 2003 manual
pioneer deh s5100bt wiring diagram
2006 pt cruiser
le. The seats were trimmed in a brown leather with white stitching. The custom-made door
panels were upholstered to match. The dash was smoothed and painted to match the exterior of
the truck, then fitted with custom-made, one-of-a-kind Dakota Digital gauges that sit behind the
Billet Specialties steering wheel. A 4-door only amplifies the ugly factor! In addition to helping
his father and honing his fabrication skills at Bunker Motorsports, Steven began shooting
photos at the drag strip and capturing the action with his Canon camera. He is now artfully
crafting stories around the awesome machines at the shows, as well as the men and women
behind them. When he's is not on the road covering events, he spends his downtime out on the
water fishing, building his Chevy Nova, or cruising his GMC Suburban. Fueled Rides. June 30,
Steven Bunker. Associate Editor. Related Articles. Diving Deeper into Goodguys Al Goodguys
Top 12 Cars of the Ye Send to Email Address. Your Name. Your Email Address.

